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I. Answer the following questions:
5x2=10
1. Mr. Keesing is a kind but strict teacher. Explain.
2. How did sanne help Anne Frank in writing the third
essay?
3. How does Anne feel about her father grandmother, and
Mrs.Kuperus?
4. Paper has more patience than people. Do you
agree/disagree? Give reason.
5. Why was the entire class quaking in its boots?
II. Explain with reference to the context:
5x1=5
I argued that talking is a students trait and that I
would do my best to keep it under control, but that I
would never be able to care myself of the habit …..
1. What is a student’s trait?
2. What would she try to keep under her control?
3. Why won’t she able to cure herself of the habit?
4. What is meant by ‘trait’?
5. Who is the speaker & who did she speaks to?
III. Omission:
6x1=6
Dr Loop, the father modern bypass a)
surgery was not only expert
b)
surgeon
but an administrator par excellence c)
It is rare to find someone combines d)
the two as Dr.Loop did. He
e)
practised cardiothoracic surgery
f)
thirty
IV. Error correction:
4x1=4
1. Finally, one day, Sunita ran out inpatience ____ _____
2. Enough was enough. she decides to confront _____ ____
3. Surchi. She asked her why she was been nasty ____ ____
4. to her. She had done nothing to offend you. ____ ____.
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I. Answer in one word:
10x½=5
1. Which organisation records the religion of each and
every Indian after every ten years?
2. What is occupational mobility?
3. Name some social reformers who fought for caste
equality?
4. The SC commonly known as _____
5. Define Secularism
6. Which term is used to shift of rural areas to urban
areas?
7. Abbreviate : NSSO
8. Which division leads to conflicts?
9. Which prohibited the caste- based discrimination in
India?
10. Hereditary occupational division was sanctioned by ___
II. Answer the following:
5x3=15
1. Why are caste barriers breaking down in India? Give
reasons.
2. How we can combat communalism?
3. Define vote bank.
4. Explain the various forms of caste in politics.
5. It’s not politics that gets caste-ridden, it is the caste that
gets politicised, Explain
III. Answer in detail:
1x5=5
1. Elections are all about caste and nothing else. Justify
the statement.

